Information Technology Solutions

INVISION Pet Licensing System
Pet Licensing features advanced
search capability.
Pet Licensing eliminates the
need to maintain paper records
or clumsy spreadsheets.

One Step Registration
The Pet Licensing makes

Pet Licensing has an intuitive
user interface for ease of use.

registering a pet a simple and
fast one step process

Pet Licensing is integrated with
Microsoft Office, which makes
reporting fast and easy.

Fast Record Retrieval
Powerful search capabilities and
a robust database make locating

Power in Simplicity

Record Management

The INVISION Licensing module is designed to

Pet Licensing provides comprehensive

handle and meet the requirements of pet

reporting capability. This includes the

licensing for your local government organization.

ability to generate the necessary

Developed to provide the utmost in flexibility,

reports for state and local reporting, as

Licensing offers an easy to use single-screen

well as a convenient daily receipt

user interface, which automatically produces

reconciliation report. Most reports offer

treasurer’s receipts. Integrated with other

flexible options to save the data as a

INVISION modules, Licensing gives you peace of

Microsoft Excel or Word file, making it

mind knowing that the entire system is designed

easy to share data, in addition to

to work together.

providing staff with options for

a pet, owner or veterinarian
record fast and convenient

Auto Generate Notices
Pet Licensing features an
advanced notice generation
system making it easy to send
customized license renewal
reminders, license expiration
notices and unregistered
violation notices

At the core of the Pet Licensing is a powerful

manipulating and formatting the data.

data manager that allows users to track and

With Licensing’s robust online query

quickly maintain vital information about pets in

system that allows for breed, pet name,

your community, as well as search on this

license tag number, chip number, street

information real time. The licensing module

and owner name searches, you are in

maintains breed, description, color, gender, chip

complete control when you get field

number, and veterinarian information. The

calls requesting information on potential

system also tracks vital dates such as rabies

strays.

shots, registration dates, neutering dates and
much more.
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